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Abstract

The Bethe approximation is a successful method for approximating partition
functions of probabilistic models associated with a graph. Recently, Chertkov
and Chernyak derived an interesting formula called ‘loop series expansion’,
which is an expansion of the partition function. The main term of the series
is the Bethe approximation while other terms are labelled by subgraphs called
generalized loops. In this paper, we derive a loop series expansion of binary
pairwise Markov random fields with ‘propagation diagrams’, which describes
rules as to how ‘first messages’ and ‘secondary messages’ propagate. Our
approach allows us to express the loop series in the form of a polynomial with
coefficients positive integers. Using the propagation diagrams, we establish a
new formula that shows a relation between the exact marginal probabilities and
their Bethe approximations.

PACS numbers: 05.50.+q, 02.10.Ox

(Some figures in this article are in colour only in the electronic version)

1. Introduction

A Markov random field (MRF) associated with a graph is given by a joint probability
distribution over a set of variables. In the associated graph, the nodes represent variables
and the edges represent probabilistic dependence between variables. A typical example of a
MRF is a Gibbs distribution of the Ising model on a finite lattice. The joint distribution is often
given in an unnormalized form, and the normalization factor of a MRF is called a partition
function.

The main topic of this paper is computation of the partition function and the marginal
distributions of a MRF with discrete variables. This problem is in general computationally
intractable for a large number of variables, and some approximation method is required.
Among many approximation methods, the Bethe approximation [1] has attracted renewed
interest of computer scientists; it is equivalent to the loopy belief propagation (LBP) algorithm
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[2, 3], which has been successfully used for many applications such as error correcting codes,
inference on graphs, image processing and so on [4–6].

Chertkov and Chernyak [7, 8] give a new and interesting formula called loop series
expansion, which expresses the partition function in terms of a finite series. The first term
is the Bethe approximation, and the others are labelled by so-called generalized loops. The
Bethe approximation can be corrected with this formula, though summing up all the terms
requires computational efforts exponential to the number of linearly independent cycles.

In this paper we propose an alternative diagram-based method for deriving the loop series
expansion formula. In our approach, we define secondary messages, which are orthogonal
to the messages used in the LBP algorithm, and show that they satisfy a set of rules as they
propagate. For each node and edge, we associate parameters {γi} and {βij }, respectively; γi is
related to the approximated marginal of a node i, and βij to the approximated correlation of
adjacent nodes i and j . The loop series is represented by a polynomial of these variables with
coefficients positive integers. This positivity is useful for deriving a bound on the number of
generalized loops.

The main result of this paper is theorem 4, with which we can calculate the true marginal
probabilities in terms of the beliefs at the convergence of the LBP, {γi}, and {βij }. The terms
in the formula of the marginals depend on the topological structure of the graph.

This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we briefly review the definition of a
pairwise MRF, the Bethe approximation and the LBP algorithm. In section 3, we characterize
the Bethe approximation as the fixed points of the LBP and deduce the fixed point equation in
theorem 1. In section 4, we define first and secondary messages, and study their propagation
rules. These rules are fundamental tools for our analysis. In section 5, we derive the loop series
formula, and compare it with the results of Chertkov and Chernyak. We deduce consequences
of our representation of the expansion: the connection to the partition function of the Ising
model (with uniform coupling constant and external field) and the upper bound on the number
of generalized loops. In section 6, we prove an expansion formula for the true marginal
probability, and provide some examples.

2. Bethe approximation and loopy belief propagation algorithm

2.1. Pairwise Markov random field

We introduce a probabilistic model considered in this paper, a MRF of binary states
with pairwise interactions. Let G := (V ,E) be a connected undirected graph, where
V = {1, . . . , N} is a set of nodes and E ⊂ {(i, j); 1 � i < j � N} is a set of undirected
edges. Each node i ∈ V is associated with a binary space χi = {±1}. We make a set of
directed edges from E by �E = {(i, j), (j, i); (i, j) ∈ E}. The neighbour of i is denoted by
N(i) ⊂ V , and di = |N(i)| is called the degree of i. A joint probability distribution on the
graph G is given by the form

p(x) = 1

Z

∏
ij∈E

ψij (xi, xj )
∏
i∈V

φi(xi), (1)

where ψij (xi, xj ) : χi × χj → R>0 and φi : χi → R>0 are positive functions called
compatibility functions. The normalization factor Z is called the partition function. A
set of random variables which has a probability distribution in the form of (1) is called a
Markov random field (MRF) or an undirected graphical model on the graph G. This class
of probability distributions is equivalent to the Ising model with arbitrary coupling constants
and local magnetic fields. In traditional literatures of statistical physics, a graph G is often
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given by an infinite lattice, but as per recent interest, especially in computer science, G has an
arbitrary topology with finite nodes.

Without loss of generality, univariate compatibility functions φi can be neglected because
they can be included in bivariate compatibility functions ψij . This operation does not affect the
Bethe approximation and the LBP algorithm given below; we assume it as per the following.

2.2. Loopy belief propagation algorithm

The LBP algorithm computes the Bethe approximation of the partition function and the
marginal distribution of each node with the message passing method [2, 3, 9]. This algorithm
is summarized as follows.

(i) Initialization: For all (j, i) ∈ �E, the message from i to j is a vector m0
(j,i) ∈ R

2. Initialize
as

m0
(j,i)(xj ) = 1 ∀xj ∈ χj . (2)

(ii) Message Passing: For each t = 0, 1, . . ., update the messages by

mt+1
(j,i)(xj ) = ω

∑
xi∈χi

ψji(xj , xi)
∏

k∈N(i)\{j}
mt

(i,k)(xi), (3)

until it converges. Finally we obtain {m∗
(j,i)}(j,i)∈ �E .

(iii) Approximated marginals and the partition function are computed by the following
formulae:

bi(xi) := ω
∏

j∈N(i)

m∗
(i,j)(xi), (4)

bji(xj , xi) := ωψji(xj , xi)
∏

k∈N(j)\{i}
m∗

(j,k)(xj )
∏

k′∈N(i)\{j}
m∗

(i,k′)(xi), (5)

log ZB :=
∑

(j,i)∈E

∑
xj ,xi

bji(xj , xi) log ψji(xj , xi) −
∑

(j,i)∈E

∑
xj xi

bji(xj , xi) log bji(xj , xi)

+
∑
i∈V

(di − 1)
∑
xi

bi(xi) log bi(xi), (6)

where ω are appropriate normalization constants, bi are called beliefs and ZB is called
the Bethe approximation of the partition function.

In step (ii), there is an ambiguity as to the order of updating the messages. We do not specify
the order, because the fixed points of the LBP algorithm do not depend on its choice. Note
that this LBP algorithm does not necessarily converge, and there may be more than one fixed
points unless the interactions are sufficiently weak [10].

3. The fixed-point equation of LBP

When the LBP converges, any converged messages {m∗
(j,i)}(j,i)∈ �E satisfy a certain equation

shown in theorem 1. By this theorem we show that the converged messages can be normalized
simultaneously and we define {μ(j,i)}(j,i)∈ �E called first messages.

3
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Figure 1. A new node can be added on an edge.

Figure 2. An example of G and Ĝ.

3.1. Graph operations

First, we remark that we can always add a new node without changing the marginals and
beliefs of the others. For an edge (i, j), we can add a node k between i and j as in figure 1
with new compatibility functions ψik, ψkj satisfying

ψij (xi, xj ) =
∑
xk

ψik(xi, xk)ψkj (xk, xj ). (7)

This operation will be used implicitly many times in this paper. Adding new nodes, if
necessary, we can always assume that ‘there are sufficiently many nodes of degree two’.

Next we define a graph Ĝ by G. Let L := |E|−|V |+1, the number of linearly independent
cycles. Cutting and duplicating L nodes of degree two appropriately, we obtain a connected
tree Ĝ, since we assume that there are sufficiently many nodes of degree two [11]. See figure 2.
Renumbering the nodes of V , we assume that the cut nodes are numbered by {1, . . . , L}. We
define Ĝ = (V̂ , Ê) by V̂1 = {1, . . . , L} ∪ {1̄, . . . , L̄}, V̂2 = {L + 1, . . . , N} and V̂ = V̂2 ∪ V̂1.
Ê is also naturally defined. We call V̂1 leaf nodes.

3.2. Belief propagation equations

Using the converged messages {m∗
(j,i)}, we define messages coming into the leaf nodes of

the graph Ĝ as follows. Let s be a cut node with the neighbour N(s) = {u, v} in G, and let
(s, v), (s̄, u) ∈ Ê be the edges at the duplicated nodes. We define μs ∝ m∗

(s,u), μs̄ ∝ m∗
(s,v)

and normalize them by
∑

xs
μs(xs)μs̄(xs) = 1. Generalizations of the transfer matrices are

defined by

T x1,...,xL

x1̄,...,xL̄
=

∑
xL+1,...,xN

∏
(i,j)∈Ê

ψij (xi, xj ), (8)

Ts
xs

xs̄
=

∑
x1,...,xs−1,
xs+1,...,xL

∑
x1̄,...,x ¯s−1,
x ¯s+1,...,xL̄

T x1,...,xL

x1̄,...,xL̄

L∏
m=1
m�=s

μm(xm)μm̄(xm̄). (9)

Since {m∗
(j,i)} is the convergence point of the LBP algorithm, it is easy to see that there is

αs > 0 that satisfies αsμs(xs) = ∑
xs

′ Ts
xs

′
xs

μs(xs
′). The following theorem states that all αs

are equal to ZB .
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Theorem 1. For s = 1, . . . , L

ZBμs(xs̄) =
∑
xs

Ts
xs

xs̄
μs(xs) xs̄ ∈ χs̄, (10)

ZBμs̄(xs) =
∑
xs̄

Ts
xs

xs̄
μs̄(xs̄) xs ∈ χs. (11)

Proof. From αsμs(xs) = ∑
xs

′ Ts
xs

′
xs

μs(xs
′), αs and αs̄ are the Perron–Frobenius eigenvalues

of the matrix Ts
xs

′
xs

and its transpose, respectively. Therefore αs = αs̄ for 1 � s � L. Next,
we prove αs = αl for 1 � s, l � L. As we normalize

∑
xs

μs(xs)μs̄(xs) = 1,

αs =
∑
xs

{αsμs(xs)}μs̄(xs)

=
∑

x1...,xL

∑
x1̄...,xL̄

T x1,...,xL

x1̄,...,xL̄

L∏
m=1

μm(xm)μm̄(xm̄)

= αl,

which shows αl = αs = α. Finally we prove α = ZB . By dividing some ψ function by α from
the first, we can assume that α = 1. Then it is sufficient to prove log ZB = 0. By distributing
the messages {μs}s∈V̂1

on the tree Ĝ from its leaf nodes V̂1 without normalization, we define
a message μ(j,i) at each edge (j, i) ∈ �E. Because Ĝ is a tree, the messages {μ(j,i)}(j,i)∈ �E
are uniquely defined step by step from the leaf nodes. By the assumption α = 1, we have
μs = μ(s,u). Therefore,

μ(j,i)(xj ) =
∑
xi∈χi

ψji(xj , xi)
∏

s∈N(i)\{j}
μ(i,s)(xi),

∀(j, i) ∈ �E. (12)

By the relation

∑
xi

∏
j∈N(i)

μ(i,j)(xi) =
∑

x1...,xL

∑
x1...,xL

T x1,...,xL

x1̄,...,xL̄

L∏
m=1

μm(xm)μm̄(xm̄) = 1, (13)

we obtain

bi(xi) =
∏

j∈N(i)

μ(i,j)(xi), (14)

bji(xj , xi) = ψji(xj , xi)
∏

s∈N(j)\{i}
μ(j,s)(xj )

∏
s ′∈N(i)\{j}

μ(i,s ′)(xi). (15)

The assertion follows from putting (14) and (15) into the definition of ZB (6). �

As used in the proof of the above theorem, the normalization ZB = 1 is convenient; in the rest
of this paper we assume the following.

Assumption. By normalizing one of {ψij }, we assume ZB = 1.

In the proof of the above theorem, we defined the messages μ(j,i) ∝ m∗
(j,i) satisfying (12),

(14) and (15). We call μ(j,i) (normalized) first messages. While these conditions are similar
to (3), (4) and (5), an important difference is disappearance of the normalization constants ω.
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Figure 3. A node of degree n can be split into n − 2 nodes of degree 3.

By the above assumption, the first messages satisfy (12). Note that we define {μ(j,i)}(j,i)∈ �E on

the graph G, not only on the graph Ĝ.
This equation is a generalization of the recursive expression for calculating free energy

of the Bethe lattice [12]. For each fixed point of the LBP algorithm {m∗
(j,i)}, there is a solution

of equation (10), (11). On the other hand, for each solution of (10) and (11), there is a LBP
fixed point.

4. Propagation diagrams

We proved in the previous section, if we normalize
∑

xs
μs(xs)μs̄(xs) = 1, the Bethe-

approximated partition function is given by

ZB =
∑

x1...,xL

∑
x1̄...,xL̄

T x1,...,xL

x1̄,...,xL̄

L∏
m=1

μm(xm)μm̄(xm̄), (16)

while the true partition function is

Z =
∑

x1...,xL

T x1,...,xL

x1,...,xL
=

∑
x1...,xL

∑
x1̄...,xL̄

T x1,...,xL

x1̄,...,xL̄

L∏
m=1

δxm,xm̄
. (17)

Let us define vectors νs and νs̄ for s = 1, . . . , L so as to satisfy∑
xs

μs(xs)νs̄(xs) = 0,
∑
xs

μs̄(xs)νs(xs) = 0,
∑
xs

νs(xs)νs̄(xs) = 1. (18)

Then, we have a decomposition of the unit matrix

δxs ,xs̄
= μs(xs)μs̄(xs̄) + νs(xs)νs̄(xs̄). (19)

We can expand (17) using (19) in a sum of 2L terms. The first term is obviously the Bethe
approximated partition function (16). But the explicit form of the remaining 2L − 1 terms is
not obvious. In this section we define secondary messages {ν(i, j)}(i,j)∈ �E and derive rules,
which describe how these messages propagate, for deriving the remaining terms.

4.1. Definition of secondary messages

By splitting nodes as in figure 3, any graphs can be transformed so that every node is of
degree, at most, three. We make the compatibility functions of new edges infinitely strong:
ψij (xi, xj ) = δxi ,xj

. This change does not affect the fixed points of the LBP algorithm, hence
the Bethe approximation. In subsections 4.1 and 4.2 we assume that the graph G has undergone
this transformation. The same transformation also appears in [13, 14]. The first messages μ

are defined on this transformed graph.
We define ‘secondary messages’ {ν(i,j)} on the transformed graph using {μ(i,j)}. First, let

j be a node of degree two such that at least one adjacent node, denoted by k, has degree two
(figure 4). We define ν at the node j by the following conditions:

6
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Figure 4. Node j is degree 2.

Figure 5. Node j is degree 3, node i is degree 2.

Figure 6. Rules at degree 2 and 3 nodes.

∑
xj

ν(j,i)(xj )μ(j,k)(xj ) = 0,
∑
xj

μ(j,i)(xj )ν(j,k)(xj ) = 0, (20)

∑
xj

ν(j,i)(xj )ν(j,k)(xj ) = 1. (21)

Similarly, let j be a node of degree two such that at least one adjacent node, denoted by i, has
degree two (figure 5). We define ν at node j by the following conditions:∑

xj

ν(j,i)(xj )μ(j,k)(xj )μ(j,l)(xj ) = 0,
∑
xj

μ(j,i)(xj )ν(j,k)(xj )μ(j,l)(xj ) = 0,

∑
xj

μ(j,i)(xj )μ(j,k)(xj )ν(j,l)(xj ) = 0, (22)

∑
xj

ν(j,i)(xj )ν(j,k)(xj )μ(j,l)(xl) = 1,
∑
xj

μ(j,i)(xj )ν(j,k)(xj )ν(j,l)(xj ) = 1,

∑
xj

ν(j,i)(xj )μ(j,k)(xj )ν(j,l)(xj ) = 1. (23)

These conditions determine ν(j,i) uniquely up to a scalar factor at nodes of degree two, and
up to a sign at nodes of degree three. We assume that the first component ν(i,j)(+) is negative
without loss of generality. The above relations and

∑
xj

∏
i∈N(j) μ(j,i)(xj ) = 1 (13) are

pictorially summarized in figure 6. These cases are sufficient because we can add a node
of degree two at any edge if necessary. We call such diagrams propagation diagrams. The
dashed and the light arrows express μ and ν, respectively.

A condition which is similar to (20) and (22) is imposed in [15] to deduce the update rule
of the LBP algorithm, though they consider a graphical model with variables on the edges.

7
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Figure 7. Propagation rules.

4.2. Propagation rules

The rules depicted in figure 6 describe what happens when messages collide at a node. The
next two lemmas show how the first and secondary messages propagate.

Lemma 1. See figure 4. Suppose nodes j and k are of degree 2. Then, there is βjk ∈ R such
that

βjkν(j,k)(xj ) =
∑
xk

ψjk(xj , xk)ν(k,l)(xk), βjkν(k,j)(xk) =
∑
xj

ψkj (xk, xj )ν(j,i)(xj ).

(24)

Proof. Using (12) and (20),
∑

xj ,xk
μ(j,i)(xj )ψ(jk)(xj , xk)ν(k,l)(xk) = ∑

xk
μ(k,j)

(xk)ν(k,l)(xk) = 0. Hence
∑

xk
ψjk(xj , xk)ν(k,l)(xk) ∝ ν(j,k)(xj ). The proportion is equal

in both directions (j, k) and (k, j) because of the condition (21). �

Next we proceed to a degree three node.

Lemma 2. See figure 5. Suppose node j is of degree three and i is of degree two. Then, there
is βji ∈ R such that

βjiν(j,i)(xj ) =
∑
xi

ψji(xj , xi)ν(i,i ′)(xi), (25)

βjiν(i,j)(xi) =
∑
xj

ψji(xj , xi)ν(j,l)(xj )μ(j,k)(xj ), (26)

βjiν(i,j)(xi) =
∑
xj

ψji(xj , xi)μ(j,l)(xj )ν(j,k)(xj ). (27)

Proof. We can show in the same way as the previous lemma. �

These lemmas say that the secondary messages ν propagate with rate β for both directions,
though the first messages μ propagate without variation in scales. Equations (26) and (27)
hold when the adjacent nodes i and j have degree three as in figure 8. We associate numbers
βij for all undirected edges in E. Propagation diagrams of these results are summarized in
figure 7.

4.2.1. Two more rules. In addition to the rules in figure 6, we have to give a rule for the case
in which three secondary messages ν collide at a node.

Lemma 3. Let N(j) = {i, k, l}, then∑
xi

ν(j,i)(xj )ν(j,k)(xj )ν(j,l)(xj ) = 1√
bj (+)bj (−)

(bj (+) − bj (−)) =: γj . (28)

8
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Figure 8. Nodes j and i have degree three.

Proof. We need a direct computation of the message vectors. By the orthogonal condition
(22), ν(j,i), ν(j,k) and ν(j,l) are determined up to scalar factors. The scales are determined by
(23). Since we assume the first components of ν are negative, ν must have the following form:

ν(j,i)(xj ) = −xj

√
μ(j,i)(1)μ(j,i)(−1)

μ(j,k)(1)μ(j,k)(−1)μ(j,l)(1)μ(j,l)(−1)
μ(j,k)(−xj )μ(j,l)(−xj ). (29)

From (14) the result follows. �

We use the next lemma when we split a node as in figure 3.

Lemma 4. See figure 8. If the nodes j and i are of degree three and ψij (xi, xj ) = δxi ,xj
, then

βij = 1.

Proof. By (27), (29) and the remark after lemma 2,

βij ν(i,j)(xi) =
∑
xj

ψij (xi, xj )μ(j,l)(xj )ν(j,k)(xj )

= μ(j,l)(xi)ν(j,k)(xi)

= −xi

√
μ(j,k)(1)μ(j,k)(−1)μ(j,l)(1)μ(j,l)(−1)

μ(j,i)(1)μ(j,i)(−1)
μ(j,i)(−xi).

Since μ(j,i)(xi) = μ(i,l′)(xi)μ(i,k′)(xi) and μ(i,j)(xi) = μ(j,l)(xi)μ(j,k)(xi), we can show
βij = 1 by using (29) for (i, j). �

4.3. At general nodes

We have defined ν on the transformed graph GT = (VT , ET ) in which the degree of every node
is at most three. By shrinking added edges, we define ν on the original graph G = (V ,E).
In other words the injection �E → �ET induces the messages on the original graph from the
transformed graph. At each node of the original graph, we show that the following theorem
holds. This theorem generalizes the rules in figure 6 and lemma 3.

Theorem 2. Let j ∈ V and N(j) = {i1, . . . , idj
}. Then, we have

fn(γj ) =
∑
xj

n∏
s=1

ν(j,is )(xj )

dj −n∏
t=1

μ(j,in+t )(xj ), (30)

where {fn(x)}∞n=0 is a set of polynomials defined inductively by the relations f0(x) = 1,

f1(x) = 0 and fn+1(x) = xfn(x) + fn−1(x).

Proof. We can reduce to the case of n = dj by splitting node j and using the propagation rules
in figure 7. See figure 9 for example. The proof is done by induction; the cases of n = 1, 2, 3
is obtained by definition. In the case of n we split the node j into j ′ and j ′′ where 2 and n − 2
secondary messages join at j ′ and j ′′, respectively. Adding a node k between j ′ and j ′′, we

9
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Figure 9. Reduction to the case of n = dj .

Figure 10. Derivation of the inductive relation in the case of n = 4.

use the relation μ(k,j ′)(xk)μ(k,j ′′)(xk
′) + ν(k,j ′)(xk)ν(k,j ′′)(xk

′) = δxk,xk
′ . By lemma 4 and the

induction hypothesis, we obtain fn(γj ) = f2(γj )fn−2(γj ) + f3(γj )fn−1(γj ). The assertion
follows from the definition of the polynomials fn. Figure 10 illustrates this procedure. �

It is surprising that the right-hand side is determined by the value γj which depends only on
the belief bj , while the messages μ(j,is ) and ν(j,is ) are not determined by bj .

In this section we have derived a set of rules. In addition to the diagrams to show the
rules, diagrams in which these rules are successively applied are also called propagation
diagrams.

4.4. In the case of one-dimensional systems

In the case of one-dimensional spin systems, results of section 3 and 4 are reduced to easy
observations. Let the graph G be a cycle of length N. We cut the node 1 as discussed in
section 3.1 to obtain a string. The partition function is

Z =
∑

x1=±1

T x1
x1̄

(31)

where the transfer matrix T = T1 is defined by (8) and (9). Therefore Z is equal to the sum of
the first and second eigenvalues of the matrix T. By theorem 1, the first messages μ1 and μ1̄

are the first right and left eigenvectors of the transfer matrix, where the first eigenvalue is ZB .
By lemma 1, we see that ν1 and ν1̄ are the second right and left eigenvectors, and the second
eigenvalue is ZB

∏
βji . The conditions of (20) are regarded as orthogonality of eigenvectors.

The results of these sections are a generalization to the transfer tensor associated with more
complicated graphs with nodes of degree three.

5. Loop series expansion formula

5.1. Derivation of loop series expansion formula

Let G = (V ,E) be a graph, and D be a subset of the edge-set E. An edge-induced subgraph of
D is a subgraph of the graph G whose edge-set is D and whose node-set consists of all nodes
that are incident with at least one edge in D.

We are now ready to prove the expansion formula of the partition function.

10
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Theorem 3. For each solution of (10), (11), define {βij }, {γi} by the above lemmas. Then the
following expansion formula holds:

Z = ZB

⎛
⎝1 +

∑
φ �=C∈G

r(C)

⎞
⎠ ,

r(C) :=
∏

ij∈EC

βij

∏
i∈VC

fdi(C)(γi),

(32)

where G is the set of all edge-induced subgraphs of G and C = (VC,EC).

Proof. Adding a node k on each edge (i, j) of G, we expand the partition function by the relation
μ(k,i)(xk)μ(k,j)(xk

′) + ν(k,i)(xk)ν(k,j)(xk
′) = δxk,xk

′ . We have 2|E| terms in this expansion,
because for each edge (i, j) there is a choice: μ(k,i)(xk)μ(k,j)(xk

′) or ν(k,i)(xk)ν(k,j)(xk
′). If

we regard the ν-edges as a edge-set, each term can be identified with an edge-induced graph.
By theorem 2 and lemmas 1 and 2, the term corresponding to C is equal to r(C). �

Since f1(x) = 0, C makes a contribution to the sum only if C does not have a node of
degree one in C. Such C is called a generalized loop. In the case that G is a tree, there is no
generalized loop, therefore Z = ZB . This is well known [9].

Note that fn(0) = 1 if n is even, and fn(0) = 0 if n is odd. If γi = 0 for all i ∈ V , only
generalized loops with even degrees contribute to the sum. This is the reminiscent of the high
temperature expansion of the Ising model without the magnetic field. We further discuss this
point in section 5.3. In addition, if the graph is planar, these terms are summed by a single
Pfaffian [13, 14].

We can choose and expand some of the edges step by step with propagation diagrams as
in appendix A.1, while we expand at all edges in the above proof.

Let �({βij }, {γi}) := 1+
∑

φ �=C∈G r(C) . This is a polynomial of indeterminates {βij } and
{γi}, and its coefficients are positive integers, because fn(x) are polynomials with coefficients
positive integers. We can assign other quantities to nodes and edges such as {mi} and
{τij } discussed later in section 5.2, and represent the formula in different manner with these
quantities, but such assignment may cause large positive and negative coefficients. Advantage
of using γ and β is that the coefficients are not huge because they are all positive and the
total sum is determined by L as discussed later in 5.4.2. Note that the method of propagation
diagrams gives an algorithm for computing �.

The messages μ and ν are explicitly given if we change the compatibility functions. By
the definitions of the beliefs (4) and (5), we see that∏

(i,j)∈E

ψij (xi, xj ) ∝
∏

(i,j)∈E

bij (xi, xj )
∏
i∈V

1

bi(xi)
di−1 . (33)

Therefore, we can retake compatibility functions as

ψij (xi, xj ) = bij (xi, xj )

bi(xi)
(di−1)/di bj (xj )

(dj −1)/dj
(34)

without changing the joint probability distribution. Moreover, this does not cause any change
to the result of the LBP algorithm, namely beliefs. In the rest of section 5.1 and section 5.2,
we assume this representation of compatibility functions. By (12), for all (j, i) ∈ �E the first
messages have the following forms: μ(j,i)(xj ) = bj (xj )

1/dj . The secondary messages are
determined by theorem 2 as

ν(j,i)(xj ) = −xjbj (−xj )
(dj −1)/dj

bj (+)(dj −2)/2dj bj (−)(dj −2)/2dj

∀(j, i) ∈ �E. (35)

11
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Using lemmas 1 and 2 on the transformed graph, we see that

βij =
∑
xi ,xj

bij (xi, xj )

bi(xi)
(di−1)/di bj (xj )

(dj −1)/dj
ν(i,i1)(xi)ν(j,j1)(xj )

di−1∏
s=2

μ(i,is )(xi)

dj −1∏
t=2

μ(j,jt )(xj ), (36)

where N(i) = {j, i1, . . . , idi−1} and N(j) = {i, j1, . . . , jdj −1}. A direct computation shows
that

βij = bij (+, +)bij (−,−) − bij (+,−)bij (−, +)√
bi(+)bi(−)

√
bj (+)bj (−)

∀(i, j) ∈ E. (37)

Equation (37) implies that |βij | � 1. By (5), βij = 0 if and only if ψij can be factorized by
some functions as ψij (xi, xj ) = ψi(xi)ψj (xj ); no interaction between nodes i and j .

5.2. Relation to the result of Chertkov and Chernyak

Chertkov and Chernyak [8] show the loop series expansion formula for general vertex models
and factor graph models, which are more general than pairwise interaction models considered
in this paper. Focusing on pairwise interaction models, however, we found the further relations
of the first and secondary messages in theorem 2, which derives our representation of r(C). In
this section we show that the expansion formula given in theorem 3 is equivalent to the result
of Chertkov and Chernyak in [8]. Let us briefly review their result in the case of a pairwise
MRF:

Z = ZB

(
1 +

∑
C∈G

ř(C)

)
, ř(C) =

∏
ij∈EC

τij

∏
i∈VC

ρi(C),

ρi(C) = (1 − mi)
di(C)−1 + (−1)di (C)(1 + mi)

di (C)−1

2
(
1 − m2

i

)di (C)−1
,

τij =
∑
xi ,xj

bij (xi, xj )(xi − mi)(xj − mj), mi = bi(1) − bi(−1).

(38)

It suffices to prove r(C) = ř(C) for all generalized loops C.
By the inductive definition of the polynomials fn, we see that

fn(x) = λn−1
1 − λn−1

2

λ1 − λ2
, (39)

where λ1, λ2 are the roots of the quadratic equation λ2 − xλ − 1 = 0. Using the definition of
γi , direct calculation derives

ρi(C)(2
√

bi(1)bi(−1))di (C) = fdi(C)(γi). (40)

Using (37), we see that

τij = βij (2
√

bi(1)bi(−1))(2
√

bj (1)bj (−1)). (41)

Combining (40) and (41) gives the claim.
We append two comments on the difference between our approach and theirs. First, we

derived the expansion from the viewpoint of message passing operation. The quantities βij and
γi are characterized by propagation of messages. On the other hand, Chertkov and Chernyak
used covariances and means of the beliefs for the expansion. Secondly, we interpreted the
recursion relation of fn by transformations of the graphs in the proof of theorem 2, though
the corresponding relation is not clear in their choice of variables τij and ρi . The recursion is
effectively used for upper bounding the number of generalized loops in section 5.4.2.

12
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5.3. Ising partition function on a regular graph

In this section we briefly discuss the connection between the polynomial θ(β, γ ) := �({βij =
β}, {γi = γ }) and the partition function of the Ising model on a regular graph G. A graph G
is called regular if all of the degrees of nodes are the same. We see in corollary 1 that θ can
be regarded as a transform of the partition function on the basis of the Bethe approximation,
and apply it to the derivation of the susceptibility formula. In this subsection, we assume
γi = γ, βij = β and G is regular graph of degree d.

Since we have relations (28) and (37), we solve bij by β and γ as

bij (xi, xj ) = 1

4

(
1 +

xiγ√
4 + γ 2

+
xjγ√
4 + γ 2

+
xixjγ

2

4 + γ 2

)
+

xixjβ

4 + γ 2
. (42)

By (32) and (34), the polynomial θ admits the following identity:

θ(β, γ ) =
∑
xi

∏
(i,j)

bij (xi, xj )
∏

i

bi(xi)
1−d (43)

where bij is defined by (42) and bi is defined by
∑

xj =±1 bij . Let Z(K, h) =∑
xi

exp
(
K

∑
ij xixj + h

∑
i xi

)
be a partition function. As a function of y and z, we obtain

the following identity.

Corollary 1. For a regular graph G of degree d,

θ(β, γ ) = Z(K, h)

(√
1 − z2(1 + y2z)

1 − y2z2

)|E| (√
(1 − y2)(1 − y2z2)

2(1 + y2z)

)|V |
(44)

where β = (1 − y2)z/(1 − y2z2) and γ = 2y(1 + z)/
√

(1 − y2)(1 − y2z2). Furthermore,
K = tanh−1 z and

exp(2h) =
(

1 + y

1 − y

) (
1 + yz

1 − yz

)1−d

. (45)

Proof. The proof is accomplished by calculations based on (43). Let bij (xi, xj ) =
exp(Kxixj + h′xi + h′xj + C) and bi(xi) = exp(h′′xi + D). We define z = tanh K and
y = tanh h′. By (42), β, γ and C are solved by y and z. The condition bi = ∑

xj =±1 bij

determines h′′ and D. Let h = dh′ + (1 − d)h′′, then the product of bij and bi is proportional
to exp

(
K

∑
ij xixj + h

∑
i xi

)
. �

If y = 0, then h = 0, γ = 0 and β = z. This theorem is reduced to the well-known
high temperature expansion. Therefore this formula is an extension of the high temperature
expansion of the Ising model with an external field.

We proceed to obtain a formula of zero field susceptibility which is defined by

χ(K) := d

dh
log Z(K, h)

∣∣∣
h=0

. (46)

By the differentiation of (43), we have

(1 + z − dz)2χ(K) = (1 + z)(1 + z − dz) + 2z(z2 − 1)
∂

∂z
log θ(z, 0)

+ 8(1 + z)2 ∂

∂γ 2
log θ(z, γ )

∣∣∣
γ=0

. (47)

If we substitute 1 for θ , which corresponds to the Bethe approximation, this formula reduces
to the well-known formula of the Bethe approximation of susceptibility [16]. A higher order
approximation can be obtained by enumerating generalized loops that appear in θ . Comparison
of traditional ways of enumeration of subgraphs [17, 18] and our expansion is an interesting
future research topic.

13
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Figure 11. L = 3 case.

5.4. Miscellaneous topics

5.4.1. Representation of Tk . Using the first and secondary messages and {βij }, Tk
xk

xk̄
defined

in (9) admits a simple representation. Let k be a leaf node of the tree Ĝ and N(k) = {i, j}
on the original graph G, and let i0, i1, . . . , il be the unique path from i0 = k to il = k̄ on Ĝ,
where i1 = j, il−1 = i. It is easy to see that Tkμ(k,i) = μ(k,i) and Tkν(k,i) = ∏l

t=1 βit−1it ν(k,i)

with propagation diagrams on Ĝ. Therefore

Tk
xk

xk̄
= μ(k,i)(xk̄)μ(k,j)(xk) +

l∏
t=1

βit−1it ν(k,i)(xk̄)ν(k,j)(xk). (48)

This shows that ν(k,j) and ν(k,i) are the left and right eigenvectors of the matrix Tk and their
eigenvalue is

∏l
t=1 βit−1it .

5.4.2. The number of generalized loops. We first show that the polynomial θ(1, γ ) depends
on the graph G only through L, the number of linearly independent cycles. Since β = 1,
we can shrink any edges without changing corresponding polynomial θ . Any graph with L
independent cycles can be reduced to a graph in which only one node has degree more than
two. See figure 11: L rings are joined at one point. Therefore, cutting L loops, we obtain

θ(1, γ ) =
L∑

k=0

(
L

k

)
f2k(γ )

=
(

2
√

4 + γ 2

γ +
√

4 + γ 2

)L−1

+

(
2
√

4 + γ 2

−γ +
√

4 + γ 2

)L−1

. (49)

This equality shows that the sum of coefficients of � is equal to

θ(1, 1) =
(

5 − √
5

2

)L−1

+

(
5 +

√
5

2

)L−1

. (50)

Moreover, we obtain a bound for the number of generalized loops.

Corollary 2. Let G0 be the set of all generalized loops of G including an empty set. Then,

|G0| �
(

5 − √
5

2

)L−1

+

(
5 +

√
5

2

)L−1

. (51)

This bound is attained if and only if every node of a generalized loop has the degree at most
three.

Proof. Since fn(1) > 1 for all n > 4 and f2(1) = f3(1) = 1, we have r(C)|β=γ=1 � 1
for all C ∈ G0, and the equality holds if and only if di(C) � 3 for all i ∈ VC . This shows
|G0| � θ(1, 1) and the equality condition. �
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6. Marginal expansion formula

6.1. Derivation of the marginal expansion formula

We show relations between the approximated marginal bk and the true marginal pk . In this
section, we take compatibility functions as (34) once again. Without loss of generality, we
assume k = 1 and N(1) = {i, j}, i.e. node 1 has degree two. Indeed, split of nodes as in
figure 3 gives the same marginal probability to the added nodes as the original one. Because

μ(1,i) = μ(1,j) =
(√

b1(+)√
b1(−)

)
, ν(1,i) = ν(1,j) =

(−√
b1(−)√
b1(+)

)
,

we see the following equations by a direct computation:[
1 0
0 0

]
= b1(+)μ(1,i)μ

T
(1,j) + b1(−)ν(1,i)ν

T
(1,j)

−
√

b1(+)b1(−)μ(1,i)ν
T
(1,j) −

√
b1(+)b1(−)ν(1,i)μ

T
(1,j), (52)

[
0 0
0 1

]
= b1(−)μ(1,i)μ

T
(1,j) + b1(+)ν(1,i)ν

T
(1,j)

+
√

b1(+)b1(−)μ(1,i)ν
T
(1,j) +

√
b1(+)b1(−)ν(1,i)μ

T
(1,j). (53)

By the definition of marginal probability, we see that

Z

ZB

p1(±) =
∑
x1,x1̄

T ′
1
x1

x1̄
I{x1=x1̄=±}, (54)

where T ′
1
x1

x1̄
:= ∑

x2,...,xL
T x1,...,xL

x1,...,xL
and I is the indicator function. Using these equations, we

can show the following theorem.

Theorem 4.

Z

ZB

p1(±) = b1(±)

(∑
x1

T ′
1
x1

x1̄
μ(1,i)(x1)μ(1,j)(x1)

)

+ b1(∓)

(∑
x1

T ′
1
x1

x1̄
ν(1,i)(x1)ν(1,j)(x1)

)
∓

√
b1(+)b1(−)

×
(∑

x1

T ′
1
x1

x1̄
μ(1,i)(x1)ν(1,j)(x1) +

∑
x1

T ′
1
x1

x1̄
ν(1,i)(x1)μ(1,j)(x1)

)
. (55)

The four summation terms appeared in (55) can be expanded with propagation diagrams.

This expansion is computationally intractable if L is large, in a similar way to the partition
function Z. For relatively small graphs, however, we may be able to expand these terms. The
terms in the expansion of the first two summations are labelled by the generalized loops, while
the other terms in expansion of the last two summations are labelled by other subgraphs:
each subgraph does not have nodes of degree one except the node 1. The expansion may
be heuristically used for an approximate computation of marginal probability distributions,
namely we can correct beliefs using terms corresponding to major subgraphs in expanded
representation of (55).

With this theorem, an already known fact is easily deduced [19].
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Figure 12. An example of expansion with propagation diagrams in one loop cases.

Corollary 3. Letting L = 1 and node 1 is on the unique cycle in G,p1(+) − p1(−) and
b1(+) − b1(−) have the same sign.

Proof. By theorem 4,

Z

ZB

p1(+) − p1(−)√
b1(+)b1(−)

= γ1

( ∑
x1

T ′
1
x1

x1̄
μ(1,i)(x1)μ(1,j)(x1) −

∑
x1

T ′
1
x1

x1̄
ν(1,i)(x1)ν(1,j)(x1)

)

− 2

( ∑
x1

T ′
1
x1

x1̄
μ(1,i)(x1)ν(1,j)(x1) +

∑
x1

T ′
1
x1

x1̄
ν(1,i)(x1)μ(1,j)(x1)

)
. (56)

The right-hand side can be expanded with propagation diagrams as in figure 12. The first
summation is 1, the second is a product of β, and the third and fourth is equal to 0. Since
|βij | � 1 the result follows. �

A problem of finding an assignment that maximizes the marginal probability p1 is called
the maximum marginal assignment problem [19]. This corollary asserts that the assignment
that maximizes the belief b1 is the solution of this problem.

6.2. Example

Consider a graph in figure 2. In this case theorem 4 turns out to be

Z

ZB

p1(±) = b1(±)(1 + β23β34β24) + b1(∓)β14β13(β34 + β34β24β23γ3γ4)

∓
√

b1(+)b1(−)(β13β34β23β24γ3 + β14β34β23β24γ4). (57)

By (57), we have

Z

ZB

p1(+) − p1(−)√
b1(+)b1(−)

= γ1(1 + β23β34β24 − β14β13β34 − β14β13β34β24β23γ3γ4)

− 2(β13β34β23β24γ3 + β14β34β23β24γ4). (58)

The right-hand side discriminates which state is more plausible. Let β34 = 0 in (58), this
expression is reduced to the case of L = 1 and consistent with the result of corollary 3. Let
β13 = 0. In this case we see that p1(+) − p1(−) does not necessarily have the same sign as γ1

[19].
If, for example, |βij | � 1/2, |γ3|, |γ4| � 1 and |γ3|/2, |γ2|/2 � |γ1|, then we see from

(58) that p1(+) − p1(−) and γ1 have the same sign. The first condition requires weakness of
the interactions, and the second condition requires that the beliefs at the nodes of degree three
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Figure A1. Expansion of the partition function with the method of propagation diagrams. It is not
necessary to expand all edges as in the proof of theorem 3.

are not too much biased. The last condition is satisfied if p1(+) and p1(−) are not too close
to each other.

If we take variables mi and τij in section 5.2 instead of γi and βij , the expressions (57)
and (58) become more complicated in general, and it is hard to find simple conditions.

7. Concluding remarks

We introduced propagation diagrams that enable us to compute loop series expansion of
a partition function and marginal distributions with a set of simple rules. In this method,
parameters βij and γi are naturally assigned to each edge and node.

Accuracy of the Bethe approximation depends both on the strength of interactions and
the topology of the underlying graph. The effect of the interactions is captured by the values
of β and γ . The topological aspect of the graph, in the sense of the Bethe approximation, is
extracted in the polynomial �.

We suggest future research topics. First, understanding of the structure of the polynomial
� is important to construct efficient approximation algorithms exploiting graph topology. The
properties of � should be investigated further. Secondly, on the basis of the results of this
paper, it is interesting to understand the empirically known fact: if the LBP does not converge,
the quality of the Bethe approximation is low [20]. Since we show a direct relation between
the message passing operation and the expansion variables β and γ , convergence of the LBP
algorithm can be analysed using them.
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Figure A2. Light parts are generalized loops.

Appendix

A.1. Example of expansion

We consider the graph in figure 2. Normalizing ZB = 1, we can calculate the loop expansion
of the partition function as in the following figure, using propagation diagrams.

Five terms in the final expression of figure A1 correspond to the subgraphs in figure A2
respectively.
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